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Recently, many sCIentists have developed a technique for predicting
maximum avalanche run-out distance (Lied and Bakkeh~i, 1980; Bakkeh~i et al.,
1983; Martinelli, 1986; McClung and Lied, 1987).

The objective of this study also is to know the run-out distance of a
long-running avalanche which caused heavy damage in Japan. The relations
among the total volume (V) of snow broken in a rupture zone, the vertical
avalanche fall height (H), the total horizontal distance (L) and the altitude
(h) of the start point of the avalanche were investigated using the records
of recent avalanche disasters which occurred in Japan, including several big
scale avalanches. The equivalent coefficient of friction <jJ-) IS defined as
(IzumI, 1985; Glenne, 1986),

f.L = H / L = tan a

where H , L. and ~ are shown in FIg. 1.

a

b
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of avalanche geometry.

a: avalanche starting point
b: end of the debris
C: avalanche path
L: horizontal reach
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Figure shows the schematic dlagram of avalanche geometry. In the flgure,
the angle ~ 15 deflned by sighting from the extreme point reached by
avalanches in the past (extreme run-out positlon) to the starting pOlnt and~

is the angle defined by slghting between the position b ' and the starting
point. In Fig. 1, b' is deflned as the point at the same elevallon as b for
't,luch the distance O-b' 15 the same as the true hOflzontal reach(L). The true
horizontal reach (L) IS that def]Ded by projectlon of the path onto the plane
deflned by O-b-o'. The excessive travel distance (Le) also can be defIned as
the horlzontal distance of the front of the avalanche beyond the distance one
expects from a frictlonal sllde down with a coefficlent of Klnetlc frictlon
of tan 32", namely, .

L e = L-H/tan32"

')')0 .where the angle ~~ IS the experimental result from Endo and Akitaya (1974).

Figure 2 shows the relation between the equlvalent coeffiCIent of
frlctlon and snow volume broken. In the figure, A ,0 and. are the surface
avalanche of dry snow, full-depth avalanche of dry snow, and full-depth
avalanche of wet snow respectlvely, and the arrow in the figure was put on
the avalanche WhlCh went down naturally wlthout encountering structures. The
value of~ decreases with Increaslng the snow volume broken. From the flgure
It seems that a blg avalanche travels a longer distance.
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Figure 3 illustrales the relation belween the exceSSIve horIzontal
dIstance and the snow volume broken. The excessive travel distance was mInor
or negligible for full-depth avalanches with less than aboul 3 x 10~ffi~ in the
volume. The excessive lravel distance of the slab avalanche of dry snow
Increased wIlh increasing lhe snow volume broken.

The excessive distance also increased linearly with increasing the
altItude of the avalanche starting point. The mInImum value of the angle of
elevation of the avalanche from lhe ouler end of debris lo the avalanche
slarling point fitted to the crilerion angle 18° empirically obtained In
Japan (Takahashi, 1960).
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Fig. 3. VariatIon In excessive horizontal
distance (Le) WIth avalanche volume (V).
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